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ON THE FRONT LINES IN THE ACQUISITION
WORKFORCE’S BATTLE AGAINST TAXPAYER
WASTE

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2011

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGY, INFORMATION POLICY,

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS AND PROCUREMENT
REFORM,

COMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND GOVERNMENT REFORM,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:30 p.m. in room
2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James Lankford (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Lankford, Labrador, and Connolly.
Staff present: Richard A. Beutel, senior counsel; Molly Boyl, par-

liamentarian; Sharon Casey, senior assistant clerk; Mark D. Marin,
director of oversight; Devon Hill, minority staff assistant; Rory
Sheehan, minority new media press secretary; Cecelia Thomas, mi-
nority counsel.

Mr. LANKFORD. The Oversight and Government Reform Com-
mittee exists to secure two fundamental principles. First, Ameri-
cans have the right to know the money Washington takes from
them is well spent. And second, Americans deserve an efficient, ef-
fective government that works for them. Our duty in the Oversight
and Government Committee is to protect these rights.

Our solemn responsibility is to hold Government accountable to
taxpayers, because taxpayers have a right to know what they get
from their government. We will work tirelessly and in partnership
with citizen watchdogs to deliver the facts to the American people
and secure genuine reform to the Federal bureaucracy. This is the
mission of the Oversight and Government Reform Committee.

I will make a brief opening statement. In addition to the nature
of the workload, let me back up, the people who plan and prepare
and issue Government contracts play a vital role in protecting the
interests of the American taxpayer. We are all familiar with stories
about $16 muffins and $600 hammers being bought by the govern-
ment. But these stories often turn out to be more complicated than
the sound bite would suggest.

But they do reflect an underlying reality. The Government must
have capable people overseeing these complex acquisitions in order
to properly steward the taxpayers’ money. It is essential to have
skilled, capable people acquiring the goods and services necessary
to run the government and to serve the American people. Our Fed-
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eral Government is the single largest customer in the world. And
its acquisition work force is grappling with a huge increase in vol-
ume. Between fiscal year 2000 and 2008, acquisition spending by
the Federal Government expended by 163 percent, from $205 bil-
lion to $539 billion. Today, procurement spending is approaching
$700 billion.

In addition to the nature of what that workload has become in-
creasingly complex. Government procurement increasingly reflects
complex services rather than just simple goods. It is a lot harder
to acquire a complex engineering and technical expertise than to
buy office supplies. Services, not supplies, now account for 70 per-
cent of the Federal Government’s spending.

Many experts note the need for proper training of acquisition of-
ficers concerning the complex and frequently changing Federal con-
tracting environment. While seismic shifts are occurring in the
landscape of Federal acquisitions, the skills and tools of the Fed-
eral acquisitions work force has remained largely stagnant. This
further places agency missions and taxpayer funds at risk. Improv-
ing the skills of the Federal acquisition work force is in the best
interest of everyone involved: the Federal acquisition work force,
the contractors, the government, and all taxpayers.

Two broad reforms are being required. First, how do we improve
Government-wide leadership in the coordination and development
of the Federal acquisition professionals? Defense Acquisition Uni-
versity and the Federal Acquisition Institute play central roles in
the training and shaping of the acquisition work force. But why
does the Government has so many training centers? Who is coordi-
nating the curriculum between the civilian and military acquisition
work force to allow for work force mobility and advancement?
Should the Government break training centers into centers of ex-
cellence, each focusing upon a specific speciality, such as creating
an i.d. cadre? I just want to ask the question and let’s find out.

Second, beyond leadership and coordination, we must focus on
the Government’s use of tools and advanced capabilities to equip
qualified acquisition work force professionals. Why isn’t there a
standardized contract writing tool across the whole Government?
Why is the tracking and reporting data on the Federal procurement
data base unreliable at times and sometime deficient?

We know there are several new initiatives underway to improve
the acquisition work force. Some of these initiatives include such
programs as mentoring and intern programs, the use of flexible hir-
ing authority, increase college recruitment efforts and improve-
ments within the acquisition work force career track. We are going
to ask what else, and is it enough and how is it going.

I look forward to hearing more about these efforts today and
working with the ranking member on the common ground that we
do have on this very important issue. We spent a significant
amount of time talking to people that have Government contracts
and trying to chat on what are the solutions that they see, what
are the things that they identify. And a lot of this conversation
today will focus on the low-hanging fruit, what can we get accom-
plished, where should we be going, and how are we doing in the
progress that we are making at this point.
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So with that, in perfect timing, I would like to recognize the dis-
tinguished ranking member, Mr. Connolly, for his opening state-
ment. You missed my fabulous opening statement, Mr. Connolly.

[The prepared statement of Hon. James Lankford follows:]
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Mr. CONNOLLY. I will get a tape.
Mr. LANKFORD. I am sure you will.
Mr. CONNOLLY. And tonight, when I get home.
Mr. LANKFORD. That would be a terrific date night.
Mr. CONNOLLY. I will watch it.
I do want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for convening this hear-

ing to review the Federal Acquisition Institute Improvement Act
and other acquisition personnel issues. I appreciate your attention
to the issue which is of critical importance to Federal employees,
contractors and taxpayers.

As you know, Senator Collins and I introduced companion bills
to strengthen the Federal Acquisition Institute, and that legislation
has been included in the House National Defense Authorization
Act. I appreciate the administration’s support for our efforts and
believe this bill will support Donna Jenkins’ efforts to strengthen
FAI. I look forward to discussing the bill with both panels of wit-
nesses.

In addition to strengthening the FAI, it is appropriate that we
would consider other acquisition work force policies that can im-
prove Federal efficiency and the delivery of services. Chief among
these are personnel policies with respect to recruitment, retention
and compensation, which are all related, obviously. As the thought-
ful staff memorandum for this hearing noted, the acquisition work
force is experiencing a silver tsunami, in which 25 percent of em-
ployees could retire within the next several years. The shortage
would only be exacerbated by mindless attempts to slash the Fed-
eral work force through attrition or layoffs.

Federal agencies need to be recruiting the next generation of ac-
quisition staff right now, while training existing personnel to adapt
to a changing procurement environment which is more focused on
services and technology. In order to recruit new staff and retain ex-
isting staff, it is imperative that we maintain competitive com-
pensation packages in the Federal work force. While Federal em-
ployees may never be paid as much as their private sector counter-
parts, and indeed, we recently had a study that shows we have ac-
tually had deterioration in that ratio, we cannot allow that gap to
widen so much that we lose our best acquisition personnel to the
private sector.

Fortunately, many individuals and agencies are leading the way
to improve the acquisition work force. The administration’s 25
point plan for IT reform, for example, calls for the creation of ac-
quisition career paths focused on technology in which OMB and
FAI are in fact collaborating.

DOD is hiring 10,000 new acquisition personnel over the next 4
years. Donna Jenkins has expanded the FAI staff from six to nine,
a 50 percent increase, to meet the growing agency demands. But
I hardly think that is adequate. And it is partnering with a diverse
set of agencies to maximize the impact of a very small team of ex-
perts.

The Veterans Affairs Administration has opened an outstanding
acquisition training academy in the national capital region. These
are all laudable efforts, and I hope we will learn today how best
we can support them, including but not limited to passing the Fed-
eral Acquisition Improvement Act.
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In a recent hearing, we learned about one appalling consequence
of a lack of contracting oversight, widespread human trafficking
among overseas subcontractors. And again, I congratulate you, Mr.
Chairman, for holding those delicate but very important hearings.
We must maintain a focus on this issue, because whether it is
human trafficking or the failure to hold down contract costs, our
acquisition personnel are in the front lines on behalf of our con-
stituents, the taxpayers.

Thank you again for holding this important hearing, and I look
forward to our continued collaboration on acquisition work force
issues.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Gerald E. Connolly follows:]
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Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you, Mr. Connolly. Other Members may
have 7 days to submit opening statements or extraneous materials
for the record.

We will now welcome our first panel, the Honorable Dan Gordon.
He is the Administrator of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy
for a little while longer. Dan has been a forceful advocate on behalf
of the acquisition work force for many years. In his role as OFPP
Administrator, he has been a tireless proponent for the men and
women who steward our taxpayer dollars. And we appreciate that.

Recently, Dan announced his intent to leave Federal service to
join the distinguished faculty at George Washington University
Law School as an associate dean. It seems fitting to have Dan here
today to discuss one of his passions, the acquisition work force,
which was the centerpiece for his Senate confirmation hearing 2
years ago. I do thank you for your distinguished service, congratu-
late you on your new position and look forward to continuing to
pick your brain in the days to come on the things that you see as
deficiencies and ways we can go after this and be able to solve
some of the problems.

Pursuant to committee rules, witnesses will be sworn in before
they testify. I would ask you, Mr. Gordon, if you would please rise
and raise your right hand.

[Witness sworn.]
Mr. LANKFORD. Let the record reflect the witness answered in

the affirmative. You may be seated.
In order to allow time for discussion, you know the drill here

very well, you have been here before, we would ask you to limit
your testimony to 5 to 10 minutes, then we are going to pepper you
with questions after that. Your entire written statement will be
made part of the record, so feel free to be able to make oral state-
ments that are above and beyond your written statement as well.

We now recognize you for 5 minute for an opening statement,
Mr. Gordon.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL I. GORDON, ADMINISTRATOR, FED-
ERAL PROCUREMENT POLICY, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT
AND BUDGET

Mr. GORDON. Chairman Lankford, Ranking Member Connolly,
other members of the subcommittee, thank you for having me here
today. There is nothing that I care about more in the acquisition
system than strengthening our acquisition work force. It is my top
priority, it is our top priority. And I’d like to talk about a number
of points in this brief opening statement.

I do want to broaden the scope a bit wider, and you will see what
I mean in a moment, because I think it is helpful to have some-
what more context. As you said, Mr. Chairman, the Federal acqui-
sition system spends in buying goods and services more than half
a trillion dollars a year. That number was going up very fast be-
tween 2000 and 2009. I am happy to report that in fact, we have
slowed that down so that in 2010, the number actually went down.
And while we don’t have final numbers for 2011, it appears that
they will be roughly at that lower level of 2010.

The Federal acquisition work force, as you said, Mr. Chairman,
handles that half a trillion dollars a year, and it is very important
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that they be in a position to protect the integrity of the Federal
procurement process. That is why Congressman Connolly’s com-
ments resonate so much with us in terms of protecting and
strengthening the Federal acquisition work force.

When I talked about broadening the scope, I want to make clear
that when we say the acquisition work force, we mean more than
our contracting officers and contract specialists, what we in the
personnel system call our 1102s. It also includes our contracting of-
ficer’s representatives [CORs]. In some agencies, they are called
COTARs, contracting officer’s technical reps. They play a key role
in contract management, contract oversight. And that is a role that
has been much neglected, frankly, over the last quarter of a cen-
tury. I want to talk a little bit about strengthening that COR role.

In addition, we have project and program managers who are part
of the acquisition work force but are often disconnected from the
actual contracting shops.

One of the things that we have tried to do in this administration
is look at that entire acquisition work force and be sure that we
are strengthening that entire work force. We in OMB have been at
the forefront of efforts to strengthen the work force. As I am sure
you know, the President’s budget for 2011 and 2012 requested sig-
nificant dollar investments in the Federal acquisition work force.
And while Congress did not appropriate all the money that we re-
quested, we did have some success in strengthening the acquisition
work force at a good number of agencies.

But when I talk about broadening the scope, I want to talk about
it in a different dimension as well. Because for much of the last
quarter of a century, when we talked about acquisition, we really
talked about who got the contract, the award of the contract was
usually our focus. And in this administration, we have tried to
broaden that scope as well, so that we spend much more time and
energy focused on acquisition planning. Because frankly, whether
it is a large IT project or any other large project, when we screw
up, often it is because we didn’t do good acquisition planning.

And then after the award of the contract, we need to do a much
better job of contract management, to be sure that we hold contrac-
tors to the promises they made. They did, after all, sign a contract.
And we need to be sure that they deliver on schedule, on cost and
with the performance level that they promised us.

Let me in the brief time that I have highlight a couple of the
ways in which we have tried to improve acquisition planning in the
work force. Number one, our mythbusters memo that we put out
in February of this year talks about the need for our acquisition
work force to listen to industry, to talk to industry, to have better
communication with industry. We can’t do our job properly if we
are not talking to and listening to industry.

Second, as Congressman Connolly pointed out, we are focused on
strengthening specialized acquisition cadres for IT, for services and
for others, so that the acquisition cadre can do a better job of plan-
ning our acquisitions and carrying them out.

In terms of contract management, because of shortage of time, let
me just mention that we have raised the bar for the standards to
be a contracting officer’s representative. We now have a three-tier
certification process, so that the COR, or the contracting officer’s
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representative, overseeing a very large contract, is someone that
has the experience, that has the training to oversee that very large
contract.

In the area of training, you are going to have the benefit in the
next panel of hearing from both Donna Jenkins at the Federal Ac-
quisition Institute and Katrina McFarland at the Defense Acquisi-
tion University. I will only tell you that we have worked closely
with both and done our best to strengthen their efforts and to see
to it that they are working together, as they are, so that our tax-
payer funds are being well spent.

The fact is, as the stewards of the taxpayer dollars, we need to
be sure that we doing everything that we can to avoid fraud, waste
and abuse, and also to spend the money in an intelligent way. Our
acquisition work force, if treated properly, if trained properly, if
compensated properly, can be the best protection for the acquisition
process. And we appreciate this committee’s commitment to im-
proving the acquisition work force.

I am happy to answer any questions that committee members
have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gordon follows:]
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Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you, Mr. Gordon.
Let me recognize myself initially for a first round of questions.

You obviously walked into this whole thing in motion. You inher-
ited issues, you worked at it significantly for a couple of years and
now you are leaving for other things.

What is the next person coming in, what should be the first thing
they take on? You would say, this is the low-hanging fruit, this is
the big project that must be done right now?

Mr. GORDON. I will tell you, Mr. Chairman, my response is going
to be related to a point that Congressman Connolly made. I am
very concerned, very concerned that the progress we have made
over the past 2 years is at risk. Budgetary pressures risks slashing
the Federal acquisition work force, whether it is a matter of cutting
salaries, cutting benefits, showing disrespect for our Federal work
force, cutting the numbers of our people, cutting the training that
they are getting. We cannot protect the Federal acquisition process
without a good Federal acquisition work force. And I am very con-
cerned that budgetary pressures are going to unroll much of the
progress that we have had.

Mr. LANKFORD. And the task that the next person has coming in
as far as midstream to the projects that you have, I understand
that, because that is true of every agency, everything that we do
in every part of America and every company currently. Not every,
but many companies in America are dealing with that same issue.
The next director that walks in, what is the project that needs to
be first on their desk?

Mr. GORDON. I think the priorities are going to remain the same
priorities. My priority number one has been, strengthen the Fed-
eral acquisition work force. That means look for opportunities for
training, it means do outreach. The second priority is fiscal respon-
sibility. We need to buy less, we need to buy smarter. One of the
benefits of buying smarter is that it reduces the burden on the Fed-
eral acquisition work force. Strategic sourcing, by having vehicles
in place governmentwide means that individual contracting officers
don’t need to run competitions for contracts. That reduces their
workload and is helpful.

Rebalancing our relationship with contractors, whether it is im-
proving the communication, part of mythbusters, or seeing to it
that we are doing better contract oversight. We need to be sure
that we have a good balance in our relationship with contractors.
I don’t think that can change.

Mr. LANKFORD. Can I ask a quick question? As you are listening
to contractors, what is the primary thing that is rising to the top?
What are they saying the most? You say it is a major priority.

Mr. GORDON. Several things. And I do spend a lot of my time on
the road. Listening is something that I learned from my mother as
a very important skill. I try to listen a lot, whether it is to contrac-
tors or Federal officials or others.

Companies are very worried about the uncertainty of what is
about to happen. They are very worried about the budget and how
it is going to impact their own companies and their own company’s
work. They are very worried about unjustified regulation, which is
why I and my colleagues have been so committed to being sure that
we do a sensible cost benefit analysis before we impose new re-
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quirements. They are concerned about excessive reporting require-
ments, both coming from the Congress and coming from us in the
executive branch.

I think those may be the three. But I should mention in connec-
tion with mythbusters, because I hear this from vendors all the
time. They are worried about communication being shut down. We
need more communication and the companies tell me they are wor-
ried that in fact, too often they don’t have enough communication.

Mr. LANKFORD. Do you feel like more contractors are trying to
get involved in the process now or fewer? Do you feel like we are
increasing competition, more small, medium, large businesses are
engaging in this?

Mr. GORDON. We are certainly trying, sir.
Mr. LANKFORD. I am trying to get a feel for it. Do you think that

is occurring? I understand there is outreach that is happening. Do
you think we are getting more people in the pipeline that are bid-
ding?

Mr. GORDON. When I look at the data, it looks like we do have
an increase in competition and a decrease in sole source contracts.
When I look at the number of dollars going to small businesses, I
see increases. But boy, we have a lot more work to do.

Mr. LANKFORD. That is a common theme that I hear with a lot
of the folks that are in my district that are trying to get engaged.
It is still, the hurdles and the paperwork requirements and the
processing, it seems to be significant for them. Both trying to dis-
cover what is out there or that the rules for acquiring a contract
seem to be written specifically for a company and they don’t fit that
criteria. So trying to get involved in that. So trying to find ways
to allow more people to compete obviously drives the cost down and
raises up the next generation of large companies that we are going
to need to take on these big issues.

Mr. GORDON. Absolutely. I will tell you that SBA has been work-
ing diligently, and we have been working with them, to try to re-
duce the barriers to entry. It is so tough to get into the Federal
contracting arena. Typically for companies, the first contract is the
toughest one to get. Once they have gotten one and they get a feel
for how the system works, they can often compete and get further
contracts. But breaking down the barriers to entry is tough. SBA
is trying to simplify the process and to get materials online to help
companies. But that is an ongoing challenge.

Mr. LANKFORD. Okay, thank you. I yield questioning to Mr.
Connolly.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And welcome back,
Mr. Gordon. It is good to see you again.

As you know, I introduced H.R. 1424, the Federal Acquisition Im-
provement Act, and Senator Collins introduced a companion bill in
the Senate, bipartisan legislation. I would like your views on the
legislation. Will it be helpful in terms of the mission of your organi-
zation and work force training?

Mr. GORDON. I will tell you, Congressman Connolly, that for us
it is a breath of fresh air to have commitment like you have shown
to improving training for our Federal acquisition work force. It is
extremely important, and it is also good to see action up on the Hill
that is bipartisan. It is also a good sign.
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I will tell you that over the years, as you know, the Federal ac-
quisition is often a bipartisan issue. And that is a healthy thing for
our work force.

There are provisions in the bill that are clearly helpful. There
has been some nervousness, frankly, on the part of people in my
office that the bill’s language would appear to make it look like the
Office of Federal Procurement Policy would actually be running
FAI. I don’t think that was the intent, and we need to be sure,
when the bill, if the bill is enacted, we need to be sure that we are
able to keep having GSA in the important role that it has shown.

But with that caveat, I do think that the bill sends a very strong
signal of improving and strengthening the Federal Acquisition In-
stitute.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Yes, just on that last point, the bill explicitly al-
lows OFPP to delegate management of FAI to GSA. You would pre-
fer we explicitly just have GSA manage it without the delegation?
I guess from our point of view in drafting the bill, we thought you
have overall management responsibility and therefore we didn’t
want to in any way denigrate that responsibility. We actually
thought we were being helpful. But we obviously could rewrite it
to just put it in GSA.

Mr. GORDON. From our point of view, it makes more sense to
keep FAI within GSA, which is the current placement. It seems to
me that you still can get the benefits of the bill even leaving FAI
in GSA. Because the real message of the bill is support for FAI.
And that is very important to us.

Mr. CONNOLLY. None of use want to grow bureaucracy. But when
I look, and we are going to hear in the next panel, but the compari-
son of how it is done in the defense world and how it is done for
the rest of the civilian work force is so unbalanced in terms of re-
sources committed to this mission and training, what is your sense
about that? My understanding is, by default as a result, a lot of
people who are in the civilian work force who get training end up
having to go to the Defense Acquisition University because we sim-
ply don’t have the wherewithal on the civilian side under FAI to
do the training. Or at least the initial training.

Mr. GORDON. It is a very important issue. I should tell you, I am
not sure you know, sir, I used to be a high school teacher. I care
a lot about teaching, I care a lot about training. We need our train-
ing to be useful. It doesn’t help to give training at a time where
it is not going to help or in a way that is not going to help.

Online training is one of the ways to overcome the challenge you
are talking about. And DAU, as you will hear from the next panel,
DAU is working with FAI and others to share their resources in
a very helpful way.

It is true that when we have civilians go to DAU courses, they
sometimes feel like it is not beneficial because it is so oriented to-
ward DOD. But the more those two institutions talk together and
share resources together, the further our taxpayer dollars are going
to go. So I am pretty optimistic about that.

Mr. CONNOLLY. That may be a good solution for a certain base
level of training, presumably, because a contract is a contract at a
certain level. But once you get into the specialization of that con-
tract, I am dealing with pharmaceutical agents and how to manage
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a contract on very delicate clinical trials and tests and outcomes
and pricing or whatever, that has nothing to do with the mission
of the Pentagon, presumably. And so at that level, I need a dif-
ferent level of training in order to make sure I know what I am
doing and I am protecting the public’s interest.

Where is that specialized training, where do you think that be-
longs on the civilian side?

Mr. GORDON. Well, every agency does some specialized training.
Some of them do quite a bit. VA, mentioned earlier, VA has a ter-
rific acquisition academy up in Frederick. Some of their training is
VA-specific. I have been up there, I have listened to the interns
that are there, I have talked to the faculty. They do a very good
job. Other agencies also have agency-specific training. But just to
be sure, I don’t want anybody to be surprised by the facts, much
of the training that we get is in fact from contractors. And those
contractors often teach at all the different agencies’ training. So it
is the very same teachers in many of the courses.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Would the chairman indulge just one more ques-
tion? I am assuming we don’t have a second round?

Mr. LANKFORD. Yes, that is correct. I would yield another
minute.

Mr. CONNOLLY. I thank the Chair. While we have you, I just
want to ask your opinion, two things concern me about procure-
ment and acquisition management in the Federal Government. One
is level of expertise, and not meaning anything disparaging at all.
But as contracts grow more and more complex technologically and
get larger and have all kinds of feelers associated with them, do
we have the right people in place who have the training and exper-
tise to keep up with the contractors we have just hired to manage
it?

Second, I am worried about internal personnel policies. There is
terrible turnover, so there is a lack of continuity in the manage-
ment of the contract. You could have many, many, many contract
managers during the life of the contract. Even a brief life of a con-
tract. I am concerned that with the best of intentions, that has a
degrading effect on the quality of acquisition.

Mr. GORDON. I couldn’t agree more. That is why in the 25 point
plan that you alluded to earlier to improve IT acquisition, we com-
mitted to having a cross-disciplinary team that would be with the
Acquisition with as little turnover as possible from the beginning
of the acquisition planning all the way through contract manage-
ment, so we would be sharing information between contracting peo-
ple and IT people, and we would have continuity. We can’t have sit-
uations where we have this imbalance between us and the contrac-
tors. The contractors know way more about it than us.

I have to tell you, I was at a session with companies a few
months ago. One of the fellows said to me, you know, Dan, I am
getting so tired of training my contracting officer’s representative
how to do their job. We need to strengthen our people to be sure
that we have a balanced relationship. The contractors are incred-
ibly important. But they are supporting us. And we need to be
knowledgeable enough to do that.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your
indulgence.
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Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you. Mr. Labrador.
Mr. LABRADOR. Mr. Chairman, I yield back.
Mr. LANKFORD. Let me make just a quick comment, then, and we

are going to close out this panel. Thank you again for your service
and all you have done. Your comment there, I need to reiterate as
well. I have multiple contractors that I have spoken to around the
central Oklahoma area that have said the same thing to me, that
they are training the person that they are working with, that they
are very familiar with the processes and procedures, and that the
contracting officers and individuals they are dealing with seem to
be very risk averse. They are constantly taking the safest route,
and they are having to show them, no, this is how it is done, and
they go back and run it down and they come back.

The second issue we deal with is obviously something you al-
luded to as well, is retainment. They start a process with one per-
son, in the middle of it they are with another one, and they end
it with another person. The continuity of the decisions and the in-
terpretation seems to move around. So those are not new ideas to
you. Obviously those are issues that we will have to resolve in the
days to come to be able to provide some sort of consistency in the
process.

Do you want to make a comment on that?
Mr. GORDON. Just one brief comment if I could. First of all, I

want to thank the committee for the hearing. It is a very important
topic.

But I also want to say, when I meet with the front line acquisi-
tion professionals, we have a group that we call the front line
forum. We bring in about three dozen contracting officers and con-
tract specialists from across the government, defense and civilian.
We happen to have them coming in tomorrow. They come in every
3 months to the White House complex. I ask them, what does it
look like from your point of view? What are your perspectives? It
is incredibly important that we be listening to them and that we
be taking steps to strengthen them. I believe in the Federal acqui-
sition work force that they in fact, if you unleash their innovation,
their willingness to try things, you will get good results. I know
that GAO issued a report yesterday about our contract savings ef-
fort. And in that report, you will see 10 pages, GAO pages, so a
lot of text, page after page of all the innovations, the good innova-
tions that our people are doing. Whether it is electronic reverse
auction, strategic sourcing, better acquisition planning, our people
can do the work if they are only allowed to do it and given the tools
to do it. Thank you.

Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you, Mr. Gordon. With that, we will take
a short break and transition to the second panel.

[Recess.]
Mr. LANKFORD. We welcome our second panel of witnesses, Mr.

John Hutton, Director of the Acquisition and Sourcing Manage-
ment of the U.S. Government Accountability Office; Mr. Roger Jor-
dan, vice president for government relations, Professional Services
Council; Ms. Donna Jenkins, the Director of the Federal Acquisi-
tion Institute of the General Services Administration; and Ms.
Katrina McFarland, Director of the Defense Acquisition University.
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All of you have very busy days and I appreciate very much your
being here and the time that you put in on both your written state-
ments and being here for oral statements and allowing us to be
able to ask questions. I hope you understand this will be a dialog,
we want to have a chance to get as much information as we can.

Pursuant to all committee rules, witnesses are sworn in before
they testify. If you would please rise and raise your right hands.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you. Let the record reflect the witnesses

have answered in the affirmative. You may be seated.
In order to allow time for discussion, the same rules will apply.

We will ask you to limit your testimony to five or so minutes. I will
be a little bit gracious with the timing on that, so we can hear your
entire statement. Your entire written statement, of course, will be
made part of the record on that.

I would like to recognize Mr. Hutton for an opening statement.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN P. HUTTON, DIRECTOR, ACQUISITION
AND SOURCING MANAGEMENT, U.S. GOVERNMENT AC-
COUNTABILITY OFFICE; ROGER JORDAN, VICE PRESIDENT
OF GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
COUNCIL; DONNA M. JENKINS, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL ACQUI-
SITION INSTITUTE, U.S. GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRA-
TION; AND KATRINA G. McFARLAND, PRESIDENT, DEFENSE
ACQUISITION UNIVERSITY, OFFICE OF THE UNDER SEC-
RETARY OF DEFENSE ACQUISITION, TECHNOLOGY AND LO-
GISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. HUTTON

Mr. HUTTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Lankford, Ranking Member Connolly and members of

the subcommittee. I am pleased to be here today to discuss our re-
cent work on acquisition work force issues at the Department of
Defense, the government’s largest buying entity.

The Federal Government’s current budget and long-term fiscal
pressures underscore the importance of a highly capable work
force. Our work has found that a lack of an adequate number of
trained acquisition and contract oversight personnel has placed
DOD at times at risk of potentially paying more than necessary.

My remarks will focus on two topics based on our recent work.
First, I will discuss DOD’s progress in rebuilding the capacity of its
acquisition work force. Second, I will offer specific insights into the
Defense Contract Management Agency’s efforts to rebuild its work
force as an illustration of the overall challenges the Department
faces.

Our work shows that DOD has made some progress in rebuilding
the capacity of its civilian acquisition work force. DOD has estab-
lished a goal of increasing this work force by 20,000 by fiscal year
2015, and DOD plans to reach its goal in two key ways: hiring per-
sonnel using the Defense Acquisition Workforce Development Fund
and in-sourcing functions that were being performed by contractor
personnel.

Using these two methods, DOD reports that it hired about 5,900
individuals in fiscal year 2010. However, the Department’s plans
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for continued acquisition work force growth are uncertain. DOD an-
nounced that it has halted the in-sourcing initiative, except on a
case by case basis, and announced a hiring freeze for the civilian
work force due to anticipated budget constraints. DOD has indi-
cated that initiatives using Defense Acquisition Workforce Develop-
ment Fund, including hiring for the acquisition work force, will
continue.

But just as important as increasing the size of the work force is
building the work force skills and expertise. We found that DOD
has continued to make progress in completing the competency as-
sessments which identify the skills and capabilities of the work
force and help identify areas needing further attention. DOD re-
ports that it has used these competency assessments in part to
help revise the training curriculum for its contracting career field.

While these actions are focused on what is considered the tradi-
tional acquisition work force, we have also reported that DOD
needs to identify the other personnel outside this traditional work
force who have a role in acquisition, such as those who help set the
requirements, or serve as a contracting officer’s representative to
manage and oversee contractor performance. These are functions
that are key to sound acquisition outcomes. DOD notes that identi-
fying this population is challenging in part because it is spread
across many organizations. Also, the acquisition duties these people
perform are often done as a secondary duty. Nonetheless, DOD
agreed with several of our recommendations to help it get a better
handle on who these people are and the skills they need to perform
their roles in the acquisition process.

I will now briefly touch on our work-related DCMA. By the early
2000’s, DCMA had experienced significant erosion of expertise,
such that it could not fulfill all of its oversight functions. Since
2008, however, DCMA has been rebuilding its work force, making
increasing use of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Development
Fund to do so. For example, in fiscal year 2011, DCMA hired a lit-
tle over 1,200 new employees under this authority.

DCMA has also taken steps to rebuild their skill sets. For exam-
ple, by the late 1990’s, DCMA had lost the majority of its contract
cost price analysts. As a result, DCMA reported that DOD’s acqui-
sitions were subject to unacceptable levels of cost risks. Over the
past 2 years, DCMA has hired almost 280 new contract cost price
analysts and cost monitors.

One challenge facing DCMA is its large percentage of retirement-
eligible employees, making the agency vulnerable to the loss of val-
uable technical expertise and organizational knowledge. In part,
DCMA plans to mitigate this risk to aggressive recruiting and
bringing back retired annuitants to help raise the skill levels of the
newer employees.

In closing, DOD has made some progress in terms of growing the
acquisition work force and identifying the skills and competency it
needs. However, more needs to be done. The fiscal and budget chal-
lenges facing this Nation and DOD underscore the need for DOD
to strategically manage its work force so that it has the right skills,
capabilities and training to effectively manage the billions of dol-
lars it spends on goods and services each year.
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Whether DOD achieves its planned growth and unrelated work
force improvement initiatives remains uncertain. But what its cer-
tain is that DOD can ill afford not to succeed in preparing its work
force to meet its future needs. I would be happy to respond to any
questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hutton follows:]
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Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you, Mr. Hutton.
Mr. Jordan.

STATEMENT OF ROGER JORDAN
Mr. JORDAN. Chairman Lankford, Ranking Member Connolly and

members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity today
to provide an industry perspective on the acquisition work force.

I will begin by highlighting why the Federal contracting commu-
nity believes in the need for a highly skilled, well-trained and ade-
quately staffed acquisition work force. Savvy businesses under-
stand that the best customer is a well-informed, educated cus-
tomer. As a business, when you have a client that accurately de-
fines its needs, communicates openly and clearly and recognizes
the fundamental elements of the risks being adopted by your com-
pany through the partnership, then you have a customer you can
work with best to deliver real capabilities and enhancements to
meet their mission needs.

But these important understandings are not always inherent. As
the critical cog between government and the private sector, it is im-
portant that the acquisition work force contain the expertise, train-
ing, continuing education and commitment to collaboration that
fosters successful interfaces with the private sector. The acquisition
work force suffered as a result of numerous factors dating back to
the mid-1990’s and appropriately, this work force has garnered
much-needed attention in recent years.

As a result, there are signs of improvement that considerable
threats to the acquisition work force remain and industry has a
number of observations and recommendations. First, the biggest
challenge facing the acquisition work force is how the government
will address pending budget reductions. As work force reductions
related to the budget scenario continue to be debated, PSC rec-
ommends that Federal departments engage in thorough human
capital planning based on evaluated mission needs. Inclusion of the
acquisition work force should be a critical component of such plan-
ning, and as a result, PSC believes agencies will discover that the
acquisition work force should not be slashed. This certainly has
been the finding of DOD, and as a result, their efforts have ex-
empted cuts to the acquisition work force.

Also, as budget pressures persist, Federal contracting will share
in the burden. Savings may be achieved as government makes dif-
ficult decisions about what it is buying, but of greater significance
will be decisions about how the government buys. For example, the
administration has pushed for greater use of firm fixed price con-
tracts. In conveying such guidance, the administration also ac-
knowledged that the use of such contracts is only encouraged
where suitable to the nature of the acquisition. However, the latter
message has not effectively filtered down to the field, resulting in
the use of firm fixed price contracts where inappropriate, and thus
creating inordinate risk to contractors and high cost to government.

In addition, industry has witnessed a dramatic increase in the
use of lowest price technically acceptable awards. While LPTA is
an important component of the acquisition tool box, its
misapplication can lead to reduced quality in mission capabilities
for the Government, where a focus on value may have produced
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greater benefits and long-term cost savings. To avoid
misapplication of these approaches, PSC recommends training of
the acquisition work force to foster critical thinking and strategic
decisionmaking, rather than simply teaching strict adherence to
procedures and avoiding any Government risk.

In addition, for more complex procurements, those involving
cyber security, for example, the work force must be encouraged to
avoid over-reliance on the cheapest proposals and instead, being
encouraged and supported when they apply appropriate costs and
technical tradeoffs, that is, best value considerations.

Communication and collaboration between the acquisition work
force and the private sector also diminished in recent years. And
in order to foster meaningful partnerships, such communication
must not be permitted to deteriorate further. OFPP’s initiation of
a mythbusters campaign, part of OMB’s broader 25 point IT man-
agement improvement plan, seeks to encourage and clarify how in-
dustry and government can appropriately engage with one another
during the acquisition process. This is a positive development. Yet
it is not readily apparent the message has been adopted by rank
and file acquisition personnel. Hence, PSC recommends that OFPP
take additional steps to buildupon the mythbusters campaign.

Additionally, PSC encourages the examination of individual de-
partment efforts to increase the capabilities of their acquisition
work force. Gains have been made on this front as departments
have established successful internship or training programs. DHS
and VA are two examples.

PSC believes that Congress can take steps to enhance such ini-
tiatives. The Federal Acquisition Improvement Act, for example,
would buildupon these initiatives by clarifying the role of FAI and
governmentwide acquisition work force training and would increase
FAI responsibilities to include collaboration among existing civilian
agency acquisition work force training initiatives.

Last, I cannot stress strongly enough the importance of con-
sistent funding for the various acquisition work force training ini-
tiatives. Comprehensive acquisition skills are not developed over-
night. And the efforts that have been initiated in recent years are
not likely to yield immediate results. Hence, it is important that
funding, staffing levels and education and training for the acquisi-
tion work force remain a priority. As a result, we strongly believe
that long-term savings associated with the investment in the acqui-
sition work force will pay future dividends that far outweigh any
short-term savings being touted as a result of acquisition work
force cuts. And the Government will truly establish itself as the
private sector’s best customer.

This concludes my testimony. I would be happy to answer any
questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Jordan follows:]
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Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you, Mr. Jordan.
Ms. Jenkins.

STATEMENT OF DONNA JENKINS

Ms. JENKINS. Good afternoon, Chairman Lankford, Ranking
Member Connolly, members of the committee. As you are aware, I
am Donna Jenkins, the Director of the Federal Acquisition Insti-
tute. I am pleased to be here today to tell you about the progress
FAI has made over the last 8 months since I have assumed the po-
sition.

Taxpayers rely on the work force to make critical business deci-
sions. They impact the lives of every American, from protecting the
homeland to supporting the small businesses that fuel our econ-
omy. This demands an agile work force, with diverse and sophisti-
cated sets of skills to define requirements, make complicated trade-
off decisions among competing alternative and manage complex
projects with tight budget and schedule constraints.

Agencies have shifted from buying products requiring a process-
based procurement approach to ensure the right product is deliv-
ered on time to now an acquisition of complex services and tech-
nologies, the success of which depends on a knowledge-based life
cycle management approach. Our professionals must navigate an
evolving commercial marketplace driven by rapid advances in tech-
nology, global supply chains and emerging security concerns. Keep-
ing the work force’s skills is imperative to our success.

Improvements have been realized but we still face three funda-
mental challenges. The first, as mentioned by everybody else, is the
demographics of the acquisition work force. We do have a younger,
more educated work force, but they still require the necessary tech-
nical training to be successful. We also need to ensure that the sea-
soned half of the work force, expected to retire over the next 10
years, transfers their knowledge to the new and less experienced
members.

The second challenge is to make smart investments that result
in shared work force management tools and use technology to
eliminate inefficient duplication across the government. The third
challenge is to continue to improve collaboration across the acquisi-
tion community. We can no longer afford for each agency to solve
its own human capital challenges. We need to collectively develop
tools, training and share leading practices to improve standardiza-
tion, reduce redundancy and cost and cultivate a mobile work force.

FAI has been working with key stakeholders and collaborating
on these challenges. We are partnering with OFPP and the Office
of Personnel Management to establish the first ever acquisition
track in the Presidential Management Fellows Program for fiscal
year 2012. We are reaching a broader base of acquisition profes-
sionals and have added new training on critical topics such as price
analysis and human trafficking.

For the first time, FAI is training program managers and con-
tracting officer’s representatives, positions critical to responsibly
defining the government’s requirement and managing the contracts
after award. We are investing in technology that pays off. This
month, FAI trained 5,600 acquisition work force members in a sin-
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gle session through an online Webinar. Class enrollment for FAI-
sponsored courses increased by 30 percent in fiscal year 2011.

FAI is using a risk-based approach to improve the certification
programs. Now, the highest level of certification for the contracting
officer’s representative combines additional training and experience
requirements to optimize the taxpayers’ return on investment. In
partnership with the Department of Homeland Security, FAI has
launched the Federal Acquisition Institute Training Application
System, or FAITAS. It is a robust work force management tool.
FAITAS will eliminate the need for stand alone, stovepiped sys-
tems across government by providing agencies with a way to man-
age their work force, certifications, warrants and training delivery
programs. Soon, agencies will be able to use the system’s business
intelligence tools to analyze the demographics of the work force,
supporting more effective human capital planning.

FAI has also worked to re-energize its many interagency commit-
tees which helps shapes the initiatives, program and training, so
that the government only has to invest in these items only once.

In conclusion, with the support and leadership of GSA and
OFPP, FAI has delivered innovative solutions which demonstrate
the value of cross-agency collaboration.

I appreciate the committee’s attention to this critical issue, and
Ranking Member Connolly’s proposed legislation that would sup-
port smart investments in the acquisition work force.

Thank you for the opportunity to be here today and I am happy
to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Jenkins follows:]
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Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you.
Ms. McFarland.

STATEMENT OF KATRINA G. McFARLAND
Ms. MCFARLAND. Chairman Lankford, Ranking Member

Connolly, distinguished members of the committee, my name is
Katrina McFarland, and I am the president of the Defense Acquisi-
tion University. I am really thankful for this opportunity to testify
and I also appreciate your support to this very critical area. And
also to the panel members, because they are right on target.

So my testimony will be brief and focused strictly on what the
Defense Acquisition University has seen and has developed on.

The best way to ensure our warfighters get what they need and
that our taxpayers get their money’s worth and that we combat
fraud, waste and abuse, is a well-trained and fully qualified acqui-
sition work force. The defense acquisition work force is comprised
of individuals from a broad spectrum of technical expertise, pro-
gram and business skills and institutional memory. The work force
is approximately 150,000 strong, the standing army of the Poto-
mac, and it spans 15 career fields, program Management, systems
engineering, logistics, contracting.

With the draw-down in the 1990’s as referenced, we left our ac-
quisition work force and organizations in a significant reduction in
capacity and capability, especially in critical areas like contracting,
auditing, pricing, engineering. Still with us, this ‘‘bathtub effect’’ as
has been discussed means that many people are leaving us with
that critical expertise and leaving behind less experience.

In the 1991 Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act,
DAWIA, DOD established a statutorily mandated career Develop-
ment program for people who are formally identified in the Acquisi-
tion work force. This certification program consists of three pieces:
education, experience and training. DAU provides the training
piece of this program, which has grown through our 40 years of ex-
perience serving the acquisition community.

DOD began a rebuild of its defense acquisition work force in ap-
proximately April 2009. With the help of the Defense Acquisition
Workforce Development Fund, DAWDF, established by Congress in
the fiscal year 2008 NDAA, we increased our work force capacity
and began addressing our work force capacity concerns. But while
work force size is important and skill mix is important, quality is
paramount.

Today we offer about 100 courses, both classroom and online.
Entry level training is predominantly provided online as is contin-
uous learning.

We have a lot of online training that is self-paced. It provides
knowledge management, communities of practice and is open to the
public. Our IT infrastructure is critical in our ability to reach that
work force 24/7 around the world.

As a result of the funds from DAWDF, in addition to being able
to expand our Web-based learning, DAU has been able to hire addi-
tional faculty and additional infrastructure for training and class-
rooms for what is our advanced defense acquisition training. Our
faculty provide, in addition to training in classroom, consulting,
targeted training, rapid deployment training and all of this to the
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acquisition organizations throughout the department and at call. A
combined total of our Web and faculty service is tallied this year
at 11 million learning hours.

We stay responsive to current DOD concerns. In addition to hav-
ing recognized that Services are a larger part of what our spend
is, we have recognized the need to provide our work force services
acquisition training, we have developed a services acquisition
model online. We have developed automated services requirements
developments tool, so that you stress on what is important on what
you want before you issue forth a solicitation, and deliver Services
acquisition workshops across the department.

We have worked this past year with the DOD inspector general’s
office and the defense and Services audit agencies to identify acqui-
sition training requirements for the auditor community and have
signed an agreement to that. We have also signed a memorandum
with the Defense Contract Management Agency, Charlie Williams,
to establish a new DAU college, the College of Contract Manage-
ment, for onsite management of major weapons systems, contract
and in-theater contract operations.

We are increasing our training for these DOD employees that are
not included in the statutorily mandated defense acquisition work
force, but whose role is critical for their successful acquisition out-
comes to be had. For example, in response to the 2007 NDAA, we
now train those DOD employees responsible for generating require-
ments for major defense acquisition programs. We have also in-
creased training for deployed contracting officers and contracting
officer representatives.

We are not alone in our training role. As you see beside us, we
cooperate in training initiative with the Federal Acquisition Insti-
tute, the VA Academy, NASA, Department of Homeland Security,
many others. We are currently working to achieve efficiencies in
that area by sharing our curriculum, our IT infrastructure, govern-
ance, facilities in some cases, and a great number of cross agency
recognition of work force credentials so our work force can be tran-
sitory. Our contracting courses are a great example of this. Specifi-
cally tailored for the civilian use, a process that we are expanding.

Because DAU is a provider of practitioner training, what we
teach particularly in classrooms is focused on what our people need
to do on their jobs. With that, and the fact that we have trained
and grown over the 40 years in our own learning, we have ex-
panded and taken a look at how we can improve what we do and
how we teach. We are engineering right now our next steps to de-
velop a qualified acquisition professional. The department’s most
recent effort toward a fully qualified acquisition work force is this
qualification initiative. Our goal is to have a work force which is
both certified, which is formal classroom and the associated sundry
testing that comes with it, but also to take it into the workplace
environment and qualify those folks on the job to effectively per-
form their duties as acquisition professionals.

We will ensure that the work force both understands the job
when they leave the classroom and also can effectively perform it
successfully. This qualification initiative, I might add, responds to
a statutory mandate, Section 1723(c) of the Title 10 U.S.C.
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Acquisition is inherently a responsibility of the government. And
successful acquisition outcomes are critical to our national security.
We must increase our buying power and deliver efficiently and
affordably, and responsible stewards, to do the taxpayers’ resources
the justice it deserves. We must always ensure that our
warfighters have products and Services they need to win. To do
this, we need a fully qualified acquisition work force. The Honor-
able Frank Kendall has said, ‘‘Our legacy is to leave behind a
stronger work force, a more capable work force than we inherited.’’
I promise you, we will do that.

And I thank you for this opportunity again, and welcome your
questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. McFarland follows:]
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Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you, and thanks to all of you as well.
We will probably do several rounds of questions back and forth,

so this will be an ongoing conversation, to be able to pull out what
we can on it.

You gave an overall concern for me, and this is not something
that you can solve. In the 1990’s, with that wonderful peace divi-
dend, we dialed back a lot of things, including this contracting
work force. So we dialed that back, and just to get it dialed back
and reduce our numbers in time for September 11th, when we dra-
matically increased the number of contracts that are out there. So
we spent 10 years trying to catch up on personnel and training,
about the time that we now start to slow down our purchasing
again.

How do we hit a balance on this so that we do not overreact in
the same way, that we suddenly dramatically increase our numbers
and our training and all the investment into it, overdo that, if that
is imaginable right now, and get out of balance again? Any quick
ideas on that, on how we manage that in the days to come? Be-
cause I would hate to see us 10 years from now go through a cut
and go through the same cycle again.

Mr. Hutton.
Mr. HUTTON. Mr. Chairman, the way I would frame that ques-

tion is, to make an intelligent decision, one needs to know at each
agency what you are buying, what your current capability is in
terms of an acquisition work force, and what are your needs to as-
sure yourself you are going to get good outcomes for what you need
to buy. The extent to which you have gaps, I think you need to
identify those.

Mr. LANKFORD. Who is the best person to track that? Is that the
agency head in each area? Or who can best determine that?

Mr. HUTTON. I think it starts at the agency. I think the procure-
ment officials, I think other stakeholders such as human capital
people, people from the CFO shop, I think it takes a team like that
to put it at a high enough level in an organization to have a good
understanding of what the condition is right now.

Also you need to look at the demographics. If you have a lot of
senior people in the organization, and as it has been discussed here
before, bringing in a lot of new people, they can get the initial
training, but they need that experience. They need that mentoring.

Mr. LANKFORD. Right. That comes up consistently in a lot of the
conversations that I have with contractors. It is the, we understand
the process better than the person that is actually working through
our contract. And it is because they are occasionally getting some-
one new. And as they work through that system, it is frustrating
for them, because they are saying, no, this is how it is done. It is
frustrating because they know there is flexibility in contracting ve-
hicles, and they get frustrated, Mr. Jordan, I think you mentioned
the fixed price vehicle as being preferential.

So all that challenge is something you have to work through with
training and age and experience and all those things that you all
live and breathe every single day to be able to work through. It is
getting that down to every single person in the organization. Tell
me how you feel like progress is being made in that. I am hearing
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some optimism in that, and obviously you are very aware of this.
I am not the first to bring it up, by far.

Mr. Jordan, do you want to mention that real quick? You had al-
ready brought it up.

Mr. JORDAN. Chairman, I will start with the mythbusting cam-
paign. There was a significant deterioration in the communication
between industry and government dating back several years. And
the mythbusting campaign has really started to turn that around.
I still think it needs to be an additional focus. Like I said, the di-
rection from leadership has been right. But how that message has
permeated down through the field has been, it has been a little
slower. I think that Mr. Gordon has recognized that, and recog-
nized that that needs to be an additional area of focus.

So I would start with that and I think that with the drive toward
more firm fixed price contracts, again, it is not necessarily the
guidance from leadership has been wrong. They have said, we want
you to focus more on firm fixed price but use it where it is appro-
priate.

Mr. LANKFORD. Well, yes, what I have heard back from contrac-
tors is, I am glad to do it firm fixed price, but it is going to cost
more, because I don’t know what the risk is involved. Whereas an-
other vehicle may be, and I understand this is a reaction in the
other direction, but I can’t tell you how many times I have heard
that. I am glad to do it, but I am going to always charge more for
this, because I am assuming all the risk.

Mr. JORDAN. That is true. So it comes back to the guidance from
leadership about using it where it is appropriate. And that guid-
ance has been right. But again, the full message is not filtering all
the way down to the people that it needs to filter down to.

Mr. LANKFORD. Ms. Jenkins, Ms. McFarland, either one, how do
we work through that? Because obviously that has to be someone
with clairvoyance to be able to determine which one is going to be
cheaper and which one is going to be better for the taxpayer at the
end of the it. So I understand there is not going to be a perfect way
to be able to determine that. What is your suggestion on how to
process through that?

Ms. MCFARLAND. Well, I am going to start, if I could, back on the
original premise, which is, how do we get there. How do we get,
in the midst of this economic decline, attention to the detail that
you brought to the attention of the work force’s competency. And
I think one of the things the Department of Defense has done,
under the guidance of Dr. Carter and Mr. Kendall, has, with the
recognition of the outfall of a lot of the better buying power initia-
tives, was this sudden recognition that the work force wasn’t up to
the par to be able to perform the duties that this policy, which was
accurately written, was intended to outcome wise.

So one of the things they did was, with the university, to step
up that. And another thing is, the services themselves are taking
a very, very conscious and disciplined approach to take a look at
their Workforce and where their needs are. What can you do to im-
prove it? Well, fixed price, for example, you need to explain to peo-
ple where they get the resources to help them understand, which
is related to why you would go into a fixed price arena, cost and
price certainty. You have to have a good understanding of the con-
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figuration of the item before you try to engage in a fixed price situ-
ation. And unfortunately, people, just as Mr. Jordan said, engaged
in the act of compliance by act of understanding. That critical
thinking is one of our challenges.

Mr. LANKFORD. I am going to defer to Mr. Connolly for a series
of questions, then I will come back and we will finish this up.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before you start the
clock, just for a second, this whole conversation reminds me of the
story John Glenn used to tell. I used to work with John Glenn in
the Senate. When he was sent into space, he was in a capsule on
top of a rocket with hundreds of thousands of pounds of thrust,
comforted in the knowledge that both had been won by the lowest
Federal bidder. So contracting was even on his mind way back
then.

I want to thank our panel for being here. Let me just ask this
first question, if I may. Ms. McFarland, I am listening to your sta-
tistics, which are very impressive, 100 courses, 11 million learning
hours. How many people trained this last year?

Ms. MCFARLAND. This year, 57,000 seats went through.
Mr. CONNOLLY. Fifty-seven thousand. Wow. And I want to thank

Mr. Jordan and Ms. Jenkins for their kind remarks with respect
to the FAI Improvement Act. Do you have any view on how that
might make your job easier, harder? Or you don’t care?

Ms. MCFARLAND. Personally, I think it is an excellent oppor-
tunity for improvement. Working with Donna and particularly, I
am sorely disappointed Dan is going, because he has been a bright
light. And the support that you all have been providing for this
area has certainly moved us forward. And it needs to continue to
move forward.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you.
Ms. MCFARLAND. And H.R. 1424 has the right emphasis and it

excludes the DOD appropriately. So it looks for, in my personal
view, excellent support.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you very much. And Ms. Jenkins, you
gave a wonderful example of an online training program with 5,600
people in one session, very impressive. How many were totally
trained this year, would you venture to guess?

Ms. JENKINS. So we did 7,000 actual seat classes. And then the
civilian work force has continued to benefit from the FAI-DAU
partnership, completing 87,000 online course modules at Defense.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Is it your impression that if you, I am not trying
to set it up, but if you had augmented resources, that you might
be able to meet a much larger population, I mean, DAU is doing
57,000 a year. Is there a demand that is unmet, is what I am get-
ting at?

Ms. JENKINS. We do appreciate the support that you provide the
work force. I think we all want the same thing, a competent and
efficient acquisition work force to be good stewards of the taxpayer
dollars. FAI has a slightly different role, in that we don’t do or-
ganic teaching, we don’t teach the classes ourselves. We hire our
vendor support. So in collaboration with a number of the other Fed-
eral agencies, we assist them by setting the standards that they
must all meet, which is a little bit different role than, for instance,
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the VA Academy or the large training program that exists at DHS
and NASA, just to name a few of the other agencies.

So I think as long as we are all training to the same set of stand-
ards that we work collaboratively together, we can meet our need.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Would it be fair to say that, for example, an on-
line class, like the one you cited, and I have taken those myself
when I was in the private sector, a lot of that, either entry level
or continuing learning kinds of classes, but sometimes there is no
substitute for in the classroom technical training to make sure I
am mastering what I need to master? Would that be a fair observa-
tion from your point of view?

Ms. JENKINS. I think general, yes, you are absolutely correct.
Mr. CONNOLLY. And would it also be true that virtually every

Federal agency, despite the wonderful work of DAU and FAI, still
needs to have its own specialized training, because the VA mission
is different from FDA?

Ms. JENKINS. Yes, I would agree with that. And I see the role of
FAI there as being a collaborative. Because there is still even a
baseline portion of the training program that would be consistent
across all the Federal agencies. So I am very excited to actually say
that the chief acquisition officer’s counsel just approved us to do
what we call a training collaboration board, or to establish a train-
ing collaboration board. What that would do would be allow us to
discuss any developmental items, any courses we are going to de-
velop, and we would be able to, say, come up with an 80 percent
solution once and then leave the room for agencies to add, if there
are specific mission requirements in the remaining portion. I think
that is a good role for FAI.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you.
Mr. Jordan, you heard Mr. Gordon actually observe that in his

conversations with many contractors, he has heard frequently how
tired they are of having to train Federal contract officers on the
contracts they are managing. Is that something you also hear at
the Professional Services Council in terms of the members you rep-
resent? And any other observation you have about that?

Mr. JORDAN. Absolutely. We hear a lot of the same. It comes
back to my opening comments about the need or the desire for a
well-educated customer is really our best customer. We do find that
we are having to do a lot of explaining, a lot of educating ourselves,
on some acquisition-related issues. It would certainly be beneficial
to both sides if that training or understanding is brought to the
table in advance so that we can get to the process of contracting
versus educating.

Mr. CONNOLLY. My time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LANKFORD. Thank you.
Let me ask a question. How do we move into a couple of things.

One is best value for something, and the best value is this wonder-
ful, nebulous concept that everyone has to have open for conversa-
tion. But as we deal with the best value, how do we move from best
value as cheapest this year versus cheapest in 10 years, or maybe
most efficient in 10 years, or has a greater life expectancy? Because
things are different, energy usages, some may be more efficient in
their energy usages, it may be made of better equipment, and so
it is going to last longer. Those are pure judgment calls.
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How is the criteria set, and for the evaluation of that contracting
officer to say, this was actually, I guess what I am asking is, is
there a second guesser in this to go back and teach them and say,
you made this decision, this one was cheaper than this one. But by
the way, as I go back and look at everything, I think this would
have been a better deal because of this. Do they give that, is there
someone that’s stepping over their shoulder and helping train them
in that? Is there some way to be able to evaluate that? I think you
understand where I am.

Ms. MCFARLAND. Yes, I do, sir. One of the things the department
has to build into its acquisition process like DOD 5000 is mile-
stones and decision point to facilitate life cycle costs, which is what
you are talking about, best value. And we have not the contracting
officer inclined to make that determination, it is a team. Because
the engineer needs to understand what the trades are, the logisti-
cian, the pricer, the coster.

So when there’s a source selection to be made, that is, when you
are deciding upon what you are going to buy, those people come to-
gether in consensus. Then the department has to take a look at it
from the administration’s view. So when they come forward to
make a decision, it is not just the local decision, it is the organiza-
tions and department decision.

Mr. LANKFORD. So do you feel like we are on top of this at this
point, or do you feel like it is improving, or where do you think we
are in this process?

Ms. MCFARLAND. It will and has improved. Is it improving as
fast as we need it? No. In the midst of this decline, we will have
challenges.

Mr. LANKFORD. Okay. Same with FAI? Or are there other com-
ments you want to make?

Ms. JENKINS. Sir, no, I couldn’t agree more with Ms. McFarland’s
statements. I think the challenges in the civilian agencies is that
we don’t have a baseline process like the DOD 5000 that as a civil-
ian Federal Government we all follow. So FAI is working very hard
to establish some baseline processes that are just good business de-
cisions, that then regardless of what agency you are at or you are
buying, we can drive those kinds of milestone decision type choices.

Mr. LANKFORD. Okay. Mr. Jordan.
Mr. JORDAN. Mr. Chairman, I think the real threat to best value,

and it is coming, as budgets get tighter, there is a downward pres-
sure on costs and there is a tendency to focus on short-term sav-
ings in terms of those long-term life cycle costs. So I think every-
body needs to be cognizant of okay, let’s not focus on the short
term, let’s keep our focus on long-term savings.

Mr. LANKFORD. Right. Part of that is how that contracting officer
is affirmed, how they are encouraged. If they are encouraged based
on speed and number that they got done, if they are encouraged
based on the final price obviously that makes a huge difference. Or
if there is some way to be able to affirm them, and you made a
good judgment here, this was a tough one, to be able to get it done.

I hear lots of stories on, that that person is risk averse, they are
going to do whatever is safest, they are going to work with a con-
tractor they know, it is very difficult to be able to break in as a
new person or a new company getting in the mix. People that are
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not the prime, they are trying to work to get to the prime, they
have a sub out there at some point, and have had it for 5, 6 years,
everyone knows they are doing a good job but can’t ever break in,
these same stories seem to be replicated, one person after another
that I talk with in the process.

So some of that is, again, I can’t imagine the first person bring-
ing this up, but it is how do we get down into that level, to train
them to help new companies jump into the process and move into
that. Because it obviously saves us money, to not have the middle
man just in the transition. But it adds more work to that con-
tracting officer, because now he is not grouping a whole bunch of
things together and getting that off his desk. Now he has to deal
with multiple smaller, but it also is cheaper for us.

Yes, Mr. Hutton.
Mr. HUTTON. Mr. Chairman, a lot rides on the requirement and

how well you define that requirement up front. And we issued a
report a couple of months ago that just looked at the acquisition
planning process. I think you are kind of talking about some of the
things that we observed, is that the planning doesn’t start soon
enough. Because when you start sooner, you can be more thought-
ful about the process, what is it we are going to buy, what is the
best approach to buy it.

You also allow more time for competition. You also allow more
time if you have someone with a critical eye taking a look at that
statement of work that you think you are going to have, and look-
ing at and seeing, is this going to open it up for us for competition.
We have done work looking at competition at DOD. You have com-
petition advocates that are starting to get more involved and trying
to promote more in competition. I think just as an example, doing
it early, better understand your requirements up front, will hope-
fully give an increased likelihood that you are going to have better
outcomes.

Mr. LANKFORD. Right. I would agree on that. It depends on
whether you are close to the end of the fiscal year or not on that
decision as far as how much advance planning goes into it as well.

I want to defer an additional 2 minutes real quick, it is the chair-
man’s privilege on this one, I need to ask on where we are on traf-
ficking in persons. We had a hearing that was extensive, talking
about the issue, and especially dealing with State Department con-
tracts in the Middle East and on our bases in Afghanistan and Iraq
and third country nationals. No one disputed us on either panel
that day to say this is not occurring. There was a common nodding
of our heads as, we are fighting through this. No one came back
to us and said, we need one more rule. The rules are in place, the
processes seem to be in place, it is just not stopping. How do we
stop indentured servitude on our bases and in our embassies?

Ms. JENKINS. Well, the Federal Acquisition Institute, in partner-
ship again with the Department of Homeland Security, developed
a course, an online module on human trafficking, to make people
aware, in the acquisition work force, of the signs of human traf-
ficking as well as the FAR clause which is associated with that. We
also worked with the Department of State in developing the re-
quirements as a subject matter expertise. So that is available on
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the DAU learning management online system for the entire Fed-
eral work force and everybody else.

Mr. LANKFORD. Part of our frustration was, we can’t seem to find
any contractor who has been suspended or debarred because of
this.

Ms. MCFARLAND. Sir, the real issue is follow-through. I mean, as
you stated, all of this is in place. There is only a certain part that
you can get to with the teaching and the training. The second piece
is follow-through.

Mr. LANKFORD. Right. But if some contractor that is doing this
feels no threat of being suspended or debarred, if the prime up the
food chain from them feels no heat on it, they are not going to stop.
They are making a ton of money and using people as slaves in the
process, and they end up on our bases or in our embassies, and the
people that are working around them, service members, don’t know
that. At some point, we have to be able to put some heat down and
say, this has to stop.

But that is the accountability on the other side. And what I am
asking is, how do we get that? How do we get that accountability
that somebody’s head starts rolling in this process to say, for the
first time, we know this is happening, we know it is happening con-
sistently, we have a low threshold of proof, we have the suspension
and the debarment on the facts that we are finding on the ground,
you are suspended as we work through this process until we can
get this resolved. And so suddenly the word begins to spread, cut
it out.

How do we get there?
Mr. JORDAN. Mr. Chairman, I think that first, identifying it is of

critical importance. And it is really an oversight function. Obvi-
ously we support greater oversight. Contracting in a contingency
environment is a little bit more complicated. I think here, within
the United States, obviously the threat of suspension and debar-
ment is substantial. Companies are very cognizant of it. I am not
sure that subcontractors, third country nationals, for example, fully
understand the threat of suspension and debarment, or for that
matter, care. But I certainly think that there needs to be a greater
focus on it. But I also think that in doing so, you need to under-
stand the dynamics of a contingency contracting environment.

Mr. LANKFORD. I understand that, somewhat, if you haven’t been
here 10 years. That’s tougher to explain after 10 years, and it is
even tougher to explain in our embassies on the ground.

I need to defer to Mr. Connolly as well.
Mr. CONNOLLY. I would just thank you for bringing that up, Mr.

Chairman, because I think, as a take-back, but in our hearing, not
a single prosecution has occurred. Not one. There are tens of thou-
sands of contracts in Afghanistan and Iraq, tens of thousands,
thousands of contractors, and the practice is widespread.

We heard testimony, tens of thousands, maybe many more, of
human beings who are being trafficked as sort of payoff the con-
tracts or just necessary costs of doing business, irrespective of the
terrible harm to these human beings. Not one that I know of debar-
ment or suspension. Three referred for sort of a warning and that
was it. And a practice, undisputed testimony, widespread.
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And from our point of view, absolutely on a bipartisan basis, not
acceptable, not acceptable. It has to be stopped, and we have to go
beyond training, as you said. It is about enforcement. How serious
are we about this. And we aren’t serious enough.

But at any rate, I certainly echo the chairman’s sentiments on
that, and we are going to stay on top of that.

Coming back to the topic at hand, the chairman earlier asked
some questions about, well, sort of, we saw the acquisition and pro-
curement and contracting personnel sort of shrink in ratio to the
growth in contracting in the previous decade. We have done some
catchup, especially made some progress in the Pentagon. But now
we are seeing contracts sort of stagnant, and maybe they will fall
given the budgetary pressures we are all under. And we don’t want
to sort of be in this kind of cycle.

I guess I want to focus less on the numerical balance and more
on the qualitative aspects of why this makes sense as an invest-
ment. Because when we have smart contracting officers, acquisition
officers in the Federal Government, we can save money, we can
make sure things are being run efficiently, we can avoid cost over-
runs and the kind of tragic problem the chairman talked about in
terms of human trafficking. Mr. Hutton, I want to give you an op-
portunity to comment on that.

Mr. HUTTON. In terms of the quality and the expertise versus the
numbers, you are absolutely right. And when you are playing
catchup, which I think is what we are doing, you are going to get
a large influx of newer people. And they can get that initial train-
ing and they can get the certification. But just like in GAO, we are
building our work force. We have a lot of junior people. And we are
spending a lot of time on the day to day, on the job training, trying
to bring them and their expertise up to the level where we want
them to be to be actually journeymen and go out on their own.

It is certainly a big challenge. I think you have to have the men-
tors. If you are losing too many of your senior people, then who is
going to train those folks? Plus the fact that you have a work force
and it might depend on each agency, they got a lot to do. And when
you have a lot to do, you wonder sometimes, are we just being too
quick and not doing the job as thoroughly as we should. So I think
it is a tradeoff of like the workload, it is a tradeoff of the demo-
graphics of the people we have, do we have the senior people to
mentor, and just the overall number of people. When you are bring-
ing in a lot of new people I think this is a little bit of a transition
for everyone right now.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Presumably it is also about technical knowledge.
We are now getting, it is one thing to say, I need you to manage
a contract whereby we produce and we order 300,000 pencils every
year. That is one kind of contract. But we are moving out of that
kind of contract. We are now talking about sort of broad systems
integration contracts that require fairly intimate knowledge of how
technology works, so that when somebody in the department says,
here is what I need, I have the skill set to translate that into the
technical language and the RFP and then manage that once the
contract is awarded to make sure that those specs are being met.

And sometimes the lay person, who is deeply into the mission
says, they may not have an understanding of the boundaries of
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technology or what that really means in terms of cost, linking up
the field offices and data, big data bases and data entry and the
coordination and being able to recognize, I mean, those are all dif-
ferent kinds of capabilities we wouldn’t have even talked about 30
years ago, but they are commonplace today.

So I assume it is also about technical expertise. And that has to
be, that is a concern of mine, Mr. Chairman, because the higher
level of technical expertise, now you are competing with the private
sector trying to get those people. And the private sector generally
pays a lot more than we do in the public sector. And that is of con-
cern to me moving forward, will we be able to have that skill base.
Not just how you manage the contract, but do you have the tech-
nical knowledge to make sure that contract is being fulfilled and
the taxpayer interests, and I know I talk too much.

Mr. HUTTON. No, that is fine, Mr. Connolly. And I would agree
with you, and that is why it is important to really have a good un-
derstanding of what you are buying and what your current capacity
is. Things change all the time. Like you said, 10 years ago, we
weren’t buying half the things we are now, but we are buying very
technically complex things.

So you have to constantly be revisiting your acquisition Work-
force plan and have a good understanding of who we have again
and what the current capacity is. We have done some work looking
at acquisition planning, as I mentioned earlier. Just some anec-
dotes, people were starting the process, they had the requirements,
yes, it was very technical. They started bringing in those, anybody
within the organization that had insights on some of these tech-
nical issues. Some of the agencies are bringing in like business spe-
cialists or industrial type people to help support the front end of
the process. Those are certain ways you can do it. But of course,
for certain types of things, you might have to get the expertise out-
side.

But the important thing is, you do that up front, you do it early
enough so you really nail down what the heck it is we are buying.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Can I just ask one more question, Mr. Chairman?
And I think it is fairly brief.

We have 24 agencies figuring out how to do smart contracting.
And some of them avail themselves of FAI, some might avail them-
selves of DAU, some may avail themselves of both. But they also
do their own training. Your point of view about how well we are
looking at best practices, we are creating some base uniform stand-
ards for all contracting officers and how this coordination works or
does.

Mr. HUTTON. Well, I will have to say, sir, we have gotten a re-
quest recently by the full committee, about a month ago, and it has
asked us to look at the role OFPP plays as well as FAI in the train-
ing of civilian acquisition professionals. We have talked this after-
noon that there are several agencies that have their own institutes
and academies. I can’t tell you today how many there are out there
and who they are serving and what type of training. Maybe the
folks on the panel can, but we haven’t done work in that area.

But we have been asked to look at that particular issue, as well
as the physical location of the training facilities and the cost to de-
velop and deliver that training. I think that review is going to be
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touching on some issues we haven’t looked at more recently. And
I think that is going to help inform a lot of the discussion here.

Mr. CONNOLLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LANKFORD. A quick follow-up on that as well.
You had mentioned all the different academies. Do we know how

many training academies are out there?
Ms. JENKINS. Sir, I don’t know the exact number. But I can let

you know that it is part of the legislation that requires each senior
procurement exec to establish a line item in their budget to train
their acquisition work force. So my guess is that every agency is
complying with the regulation and therefore is providing some form
of training, whether it is sending them to individual vendor loca-
tions or they are establishing central locations, like the VA, DHS,
Treasury.

Mr. LANKFORD. Is there some collaboration that could occur, that
could be coordinated to be able to combine some of these or suggest
combination for smaller agencies and say, three or four of you, let’s
come together and find a way to do this more efficiently? Obviously
we will talk about it all day, and we will talk about for a long time
about budget issues. So are there some of those things being ex-
plored?

Ms. JENKINS. Absolutely, and I am actually glad you asked that
question in that way. Because we have at FAI developed the Fed-
eral Acquisition Institute Training Application System. I mentioned
it before, and it is a robust work force management tool. But what
it actually also allows is every agency to load its course offerings
into the system and any other agency can see when that agency
doesn’t fill a seat that there are open seats. So no seat would go
left unfilled at the expense of the taxpayers’ resources.

Additionally, as we move toward the training consortium board,
we will move into trying to collaborate on the development of new
courseware.

Mr. LANKFORD. So you are targeting to have your training areas
as full as the airplanes coming in and out of Reagan Airport?

Ms. JENKINS. More so.
Mr. LANKFORD. Okay, that would be terrific. Any other collabora-

tion that is currently occurring between the two major groups here?
Obviously there are a lot of resources between the two of you I am
hearing, Web site development, and there are certification issues
and trying to share some of that. Other projects that are ongoing
that we need to be made aware of, as far as sharing resources?

Ms. MCFARLAND. One of the main efforts that we are trying to
do together is have the same learning management system. If we
take our systems close together, as we upgrade our courses and our
curriculum, they can take advantage of it and the same thing the
other way around. So really the central IT, as I emphasized during
my testimony, is very important.

Mr. LANKFORD. Okay. Yes, rebuilding the wheel is not important.
If we can take Web sites, we can take certifications and adapt
them, that is much preferred.

Mr. Connolly, do you have anything final?
Mr. CONNOLLY. Mr. Chairman, I just want to thank you. This is

a very important hearing. This topic, while maybe not universally
sexy, the taxpayers’ interest is lost or won, frankly, at this level of
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management. And it is so critical. And it may seem arcane, but it
is very important. I just thank you and congratulate you for having
this hearing, because this is one are I am confident we can proceed
in a very bipartisan basis. Thank you.

Mr. LANKFORD. I thank you and thank you for your time as well,
getting into this and going through all the research and informa-
tion and the work you are doing on it. I look forward to continuing
to hear the progress, as we will meet again in the days to come,
and be able to get an update on where we are. With that, we are
adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 3:05 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Additional information submitted for the hearing record follows:]
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